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Abstract

One of the ways of improving quality of Software Engineering (SE) education is to develop
mechanisms for quantitatively analyzing SE courses taught in universities. We propose a new
multidimensional approach for analyzing SE courses. Two aspects are important for this
analysis. One is what is covered (how much of the total SE knowledge space is covered in the
course)? And second is how is it covered (how effectively SE topics and subtopics are covered
in lectures)? We call the first one structural analysis and second one pedagogical analysis.
Techniques and metrics for structural and pedagogical analysis of SE courses are presented
in this paper together with results from implementation of the work on four SE courses.
.

1. Introduction
One of the ways in which quality of SE education can be improved is the analysis of SE
courses from multiple dimensions. Mechanisms for analyzing SE courses will improve the
quality of SE education. In our opinion two aspects are important for this analysis. One is
what is covered (how much of the total SE knowledge space is covered in the course)? And
secondly, how is it covered (how effectively SE topics and subtopics are covered in lectures)?
We call the first one structural analysis and second one pedagogical analysis.
Our structural analysis is based on design of a large SE ontology and SE concept space
graph (CSG). There has been some work in this field. A technique for representing course
knowledge using ontologies is proposed in [1]. Course knowledge is represented as an
ontology consisting of has prerequisite relationship format. This is then used to assess the test
problems with respect to coverage and diversity of the concepts involved in a test. SE
knowledge is represented as ontology in [2] for sharing knowledge and facilitating
communication in multi site software development environment. An SE ontology is
constructed in [3] with a teaching perspective on SE education. This ontology is constructed
for the network community for software engineering education (SWENET). Ontology is
based on Curriculum Guidelines for Undergraduate Degree Programs in Software
Engineering (SE2004) [4] and Software Engineering Body of Knowledge (SWEBOK) [5].
Most of the efforts build SE ontology at coarse grained level and do not go beyond few
hundred concepts. They lack the details that are necessary to perform structural analysis
quantitatively that we are interested to perform. Our ontology and related CSG is at finer level
and covers the SE knowledge space in depth.
This work is based on our previous work wherein we constructed ontologies and graphs for
course knowledge representation, course composition and sharing [1][6][7][8][9]. In this
paper we introduce new techniques and metrics to perform structural and pedagogical
analysis of software engineering courses taught in undergraduate computing disciplines. The
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idea of evaluating a software engineering course from multiple dimensions, i.e. pedagogical
and structural, is a novel approach and will provide the opportunity for comparing and
contrasting various SE courses. In the light of the results, courses can be adjusted to cover any
pointed out deficiencies. This will improve the quality of SE education.
Section 2 describes the process we followed in conducting this research; section 3 and 4
presents pedagogical and structural analysis respectively. Conclusion and future work is
presented in section 5.

2. Process
We followed following four step process for quantitative analysis of software engineering
courses from pedagogical and structural point of view:
a. We created concept ontology for software engineering. Concepts were extracted from
multiple sources that include leading software engineering books [10][11] and important
software engineering reports [4][5] . As stated earlier in last section, our ontology is at
fine grain level as opposed to existing works on SE ontologies which are at coarse grain
level. Our ontology consists of about 3000 concepts. Chapters, headings, subheadings and
sub-subheadings up to the text level were studied from selected books and reports to
identify the concepts. This formed a parent child relationship between concepts. We call
this has-prerequisite relationship wherein to understand a parent concept, all of its
children are required to be understood. After going through this time consuming exercise,
we now have large reusable software engineering ontology in formats which can be
processed by different tools for analysis purposes.
b. We converted the software engineering ontology to a graph for visualization and
quantitative analysis. We call this graph concept space graph (CSG) wherein nodes
represent the concepts and links represent the has-prerequisite relationship between
concepts. At the centre is the root i.e. software engineering concept itself and then we
expand to lower level concepts. At leaves, which are level 6, we have text level concepts.
Software engineering CSG is rendered through graph visualization tool Graphviz. Figure
1 is our software engineering CSG. Figure 2 is colored SE CSG, where six different
colors correspond to six different concept levels.

Figure 1: SE CSG
Figure 2: Colored SE CSG
c. For analysis, we selected four different software engineering courses taught at the same
level to BS computer science students in different universities. The selected courses are
Saarland University SE course [12], University of Missouri SE [13], Lahore University of
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Management Sciences (LUMS) SE course [14], International Islamic University
Islamabad (IIUI) [15].
We downloaded lecture notes and course contents for these courses and our analysis is
based on these two items.
d. We then performed structural and pedagogical analysis separately on these courses. We
will describe techniques and results for these analyses in section 3 and 4. Our techniques
can be applied on any software engineering course since we have the SE CSG with us.

3. Pedagogical Analysis
Software engineering concepts can be divided into different categories like techniques,
models, processes, standards etc. we categorized the software engineering concepts into ten
different categories. We believe that concepts from different categories should be taught
using different pedagogical objects. Process models (like waterfall) should be explained
differently from software engineering techniques (like requirements elicitation techniques).
Following are our categories (with examples for clarity) and related recommended set of
pedagogical objects for each concept category:
a. SE Life Cycle activities and SE umbrella activities : Examples for life cycle activities are
requirements analysis, design, implementation, testing etc. and examples for umbrella
activities are project management, quality assurance etc. Recommended set of
pedagogical objects (POs) is:{Definition, Goals, Input/Output artifacts, SE role(s)
involved, Sub activities/Tasks, Techniques, Tool support, Analogy, Challenges/Issues,
Example, Principles/Recommended Practices}
b. Software Processes: Examples are software development process, requirements
engineering process, architecting process, debugging process etc. Recommended set of
POs is: {Introduction, Scope, Goals, Activities, Roles, Artifacts, Representations
(Models), Case Studies/examples, Tool support}
c. Process Models: Examples are Waterfall, spiral, RUP etc. Recommended set of POs is:
{Background, Basic Philosophy, Assumptions, Representation, Activities, Critique, Case
Studies, Analogy}
d. SE Concepts: Examples are Design concepts, testing concepts etc. Recommended set of
POs is:{Definition, Importance, Examples,
Implementation/Realization, Related
Concepts, Analogy}
e. SE Techniques/Methods: examples are requirements elicitation techniques, testing
techniques, estimation methods etc. Recommended set of POs is:{ Scope, Overview,
Steps, Inputs, Outputs, SE role(s) involved, Tool support, Example, Critique}
f. CASE tools: examples are IDEs, modeling tools, management tools etc. Recommended
set of POs is:{Introduction, CASE Motivation, Types of CASE Tools, Few examples,
Demonstrations of tools, Future Trends}
g. SE Standards and/or Frameworks: examples are ISO/IEEE standards related to SE such
as quality standards, CMMI etc. Recommended set of POs is :{Introduction, Objective,
Scope, Standard/ Framework Description, Application Case Study/Examples, Costs and
Benefits, Recommended Artifacts/Templates (if any)}
h. SE new or special Paradigms: examples are Aspect Oriented Software Development,
Value Based Software Engineering, Component Based Software Engineering etc.
Recommended set of POs is:{ Introduction, Motivation, Important Concepts of Paradigm,
Important Activities of Paradigm, Important Techniques of Paradigm, Recommended
Practices, Impact on existing SE activities and concepts, Examples}
i. SE principles and guidelines: examples are UI design principles, Design patterns,
management principles etc. Recommended set of POs is:{Introduction, Motivation,
Scope, Description, Related Areas, Benefits, Consequences}
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j.

SE related disciplines: examples are Systems Engineering, Economics etc. Recommended
set of POs is: {Introduction, Relationship with SE, Important Concepts and Activities,
Impact on SE activities and concepts, Examples}

3.1. Pedagogical metrics
We performed the analysis of the four selected SE courses based on our recommended set
of pedagogical objects for each category. We scanned through the entire lecture notes of these
courses to see how effectively lecture notes cover recommended pedagogical objects. Scores
were assigned for measuring pedagogical coverage; 0 if a pedagogical object is not covered in
a lecture, 1 if covered very briefly, 2 if covered with some details and 3 (Maximum) if
covered in depth. Lectures were categorized based on our concept categories described above.
We have designed following metrics for pedagogical analysis of SE courses:
a. Pedagogical Coverage (PC): It measures how comprehensive lectures are from
pedagogical point of view. Based on our scoring criteria described above, PC for each
category is computed as a percentage of the maximum possible coverage and then we
combine the pedagogical coverage of all categories to an overall PC by taking average of
all. PC for a category i is computed as :
k

PCi = (∑ ( Score) j ) *100
j

j varies from 1 to k and represents the number of pedagogical objects in the recommended set for
category i. Overall PC is then computed as average of all PCs for all 10 categories as follows:
10

PC = (∑ ( PC )i ) / 10
i

b. Applied Pedagogical Coverage (APC): APC measures how much weight-age is given to
applied pedagogical objects (APOs) in lectures of a course. APOs are examples, case
studies, case tools, demonstrations. These objects usually stimulate interest in students
and considered very important in effective education. Based on assigned scores, we first
compute APC for each category as a percentage of total coverage (PCi referred above).
We then combined APC of each category into an overall APC.
k

APCi = (∑ ( APO) j ) / PCi
j

K is the number of APOs in the recommended set of pedagogical objects for category i
10

APC = (∑ ( PC )i ) / 10
i

c. Course Imbalance Factor: it measures how many concept categories, out of our ten
categories, are covered in a course. A course which is only focused in one or two
categories will have high imbalance factor. We do not suggest that this is good or bad.
This will highlight the course focus.
d. Lecture sequencing: This depicts how the lectures notes are organized and arranged.
Usually there are two formats. Teachers introduce the concepts and then it goes down to
sub-topics and then finally examples. We call this top down sequencing. The second one
is bottom up, in which first a context is build with the help of examples or case studies
and then later on topic is introduced.
3.2. Analysis
Metrics presented are applied to the selected courses. Results are in table 1 and figure 3.
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a. Pedagogical Coverage (PC): From table 1, we see that highest PC is of Saarland SE
course i.e. 70 %, which shows that the lecture slides cover most of the pedagogical
objects. Other courses’ scores are less than fifty, which shows that they do not cover the
most of the pedagogical objects in their lectures.
b. Applied Pedagogical Coverage (APC): Numbers from table 1 suggest that Saarland
course has highest APC (64%). It means this course gives very high importance to APOs.
We can say that this is an applied course while other courses, which score less in this
metric, are more theoretical courses especially IIUI course whose score is 19%. While
Missouri and LUMS course have slightly better APC as compared to IIUI. Based on the
local context SE course can be taught in applied or theoretical fashion.
c. Course Imbalance Factor: Numbers from table 1 suggest that Saarland and Missouri SE
courses cover more concept categories than IIUI and LUMS courses and hence are more
balanced. We also note down, how many lectures are devoted to a specific concept
category. Lecture category distribution is plotted (see figure 2) to have a clear idea of the
course spread over the concept categories. We can see that most of the courses are
focusing on engineering and life cycle activities, process models and processes while
categories such as standards, new paradigms, and related disciplines are ignored.
d. Lecture sequencing: In our study, three courses are taught in top down fashion while one
(Saarland course) is taught in mostly bottom up fashion. We suggest using combination
of both sequencing approaches. Empirical evidence is required to see which one of the
two styles is more effective in a situation. This is our future work.
Table 1: Pedagogical analysis of SE courses
Pedagogical Metrics
Pedagogical Coverage
Applied P. Coverage
Course Imbalance Factor
Lecture Sequencing

Missouri
45%
25%
30%
top down

Lums
41%
22%
60%
top down

Saarland
71%
64%
30%
bottom up

IIUI
42%
19%
60%
top down

6

5

Number of Lectures

4
M issouri
Lums

3

Saarland
IIUI
2

1

0
1

2

3

4

5
6
C o ncep t C at eg o r y

7

8

9

10

Figure 3: Lecture category distribution
distribution

4. Structural Analysis
Our SE CSG represents the overall SE body of knowledge in graphical manner. We
have designed metrics for structural analysis of SE course against our CSG. Selected SE
course were then analyzed based on the designed metrics.
a. Overall Coverage: It measures how much of the total software engineering knowledge
space is covered in a course. To compute this, contents of the selected courses are
mapped on our SE CSG. We start with the course contents and for each item in the course
content we consult the related lecture notes. Concepts are identified and mapped over the
SE CSG. Table 2 lists the results. One course can not cover the whole CSG as it
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represents the whole SE body of knowledge. Saarland course covers about 19 % of the
total space while other three are in 11 % to 15 % range. Coverage wise Saarland course is
most comprehensive and IIUI course least comprehensive among these four courses.
Coverage has two dimensions, breadth and depth. An SE course can be taught in
breadth wise manner in which all SE subareas are touched without going into tool much
details while alternative approach can be to pick up one or two subareas and teach them
in depth. We have designed separate metrics for breadth and depth coverage of a course.
b. Course Breadth Coverage: It measures how a course expands at different levels of the SE
CSG. After a course is mapped on SE CSG, we computed the number of concepts
covered at all levels separately by breadth first traversal. The result is a level coverage
distribution. Results are in table 3. Figure 4 is the breadth coverage distribution graph.
Level 1 is root and is therefore left out. Level 2 also involves very few concepts. The
interesting analysis is from level 3 onwards. IIUI course seems to be a course which is not
well spread out at intermediate levels (3, 4, 5) but it covers a good percentage of leaf
concepts (12 % which is highest at this level). It means this course covers in depth few
SE subareas. LUMS course on the other hand seems to be a course which is well spread
out at intermediate levels but it covers only 4% of leaf concepts. It means it is a course
which covers more SE subareas at breadth level without going into the details of any area.
Missouri and Saarland courses seem to be in between IIUI and LUMS courses. They not
only expand well in breadth wise manner but also go in depth. Their breadth is less than
LUMS at intermediate levels while depth is less than IIUI at level 6.
Table 2: Overall concept coverag
coverage
overage
Courses
LUMS
IIUI
Missouri
Saarland

Concepts Covered
439
345
457
556

Total Concepts
2994
2994
2994
2994

% Coverage
14.7%
11.5%
15.3%
18.6%

Table 3: Course breadth coverage
coverage
Level
2
3
4
5
6

IIUI
57%
11%
11%
11%
12%

LUMS
100%
39%
35%
33%
4%

Missouri
100%
23%
26%
27%
9%

Saarland
71%
23%
32%
35%
10%

120%

Coverage

100%
80%
60%
40%

Coverage %

IIUI

Coverage %

LUMS

Coverage %

Missouri

Coverage

20%
0%
1

2

3

4

5

Leve ls

Figure 4: Breadth
Breadth coverage distribution
distribution graph
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% Saarland

For visual comparison and contrast of the courses, we generated CSG views (figure 5 to 8)
for each course. This is an effective and efficient way of structural comparison of courses.
Like breadth coverage, an equally important metric for analysis is depth. CSG views can be
visualized and analyzed to see and reason about the depth coverage of the courses. From these
graphs we can quickly see that the IIUI course is a course which covers few SE sub areas in
depth while LUMS is a course which touches many SE subareas without going into depth. On
the other hand graphs for Saarland and Missouri courses depict that courses expand well at
breadth level and in depth as well up to a certain extent. Depth coverage is limited for these
two courses as compared to IIUI course but is more as compared to LUMS course.

Figure 5: IIUI course

Figure 6: LUMS course

Figure 7: Missouri course

Figure
Figure 8: Saarland course

We have written programs to automate this whole process. Our technique and tools are
reusable for other SE courses. Structural analysis of any SE course can be performed based on
SE CSG.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
A new approach for evaluating SE courses is presented. Techniques and metrics for
pedagogical and structural analysis of SE courses are described. The work is
implemented on four SE courses and results are compared and contrasted. A reusable
and extendable SE CSG is available for use for other experiments. We are interested in
expanding this graph to include more concepts and links. We are also interested in
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conducting studies of SE courses to see what is the impact of different set of
pedagogical objects on learning activity? What is the impact of lecture sequencing on
learning activity? What is a suitable lecture sequence and pedagogical coverage for
theoretical and applied SE courses? Beyond single course evaluation, we are now
interested in moving towards SE curriculum implementation evaluation wherein we will
be interested to analyze SE degree programs with respect to an overall SE curriculum.
We are expanding CSG to encompass whole SE curriculum.
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